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NCERT Urdu books for all subjects of the 9th grade Asnaf-e-Urdu Adab are available on the page below
for download as a free PDF file. This course covers all the basic meanings of Urdu. Knowledge in the field
of history, literature, geology, economics, linguistics, culture, art, science, technology, religions, medicine,
biochemistry, law, philosophy, exact sciences, etc. is also discussed. Text about the reform and ideology of
the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan Ten years ago, the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (ISU), a
breakaway from the Islamic Revival Party (IRP) with the aim of creating a national Islamic party, was
founded in January 2003 in Tashkent. One of the main theses of the Islamic State of Uzbekistan (ISI) is
that "the unification of Uzbek Muslims is a natural process." And it is this association that is the goal of the
movement. In particular, an article published in September 2009 says: "Uzbek Muslims are part of the
Muslim world that needs to be united." The article also states that the movement will be "a uniter of
believing Muslims based on the idea of â€‹â€‹'tawhid', which would mean uniting only those Uzbeks who
share the views of 'tawadi' (according to the teachings of Islam). The goal for which the Islamic State of
Uzbekistan (or ISU) was created was to recruit more Muslims into the ranks of the movement. Today, a
third of all Muslim fanatics around the world are members of the ISU. This is most likely due to political
reasons. The ISU Islamic message is not the only source through which the Islamic State is trying to attract
supporters. In addition, the ISU uses its propaganda through the media, or even mass ultra-nationalist
movements such as the Taliban. This form of propaganda is gradually gaining more and more followers,
threatening organizations such as the Islamic Revival. Despite the fact that Islam is the official religion in
Uzbekistan, many religious figures do not approve of it. For example, the Mufti of Uzbekistan, his
chairman of DUMER in Russia, expressed concern in an interview with AIF that IS is using religion to
attract people. According to the Mufti, "The Islamic State on the territory of Uzbekistan is an attempt to
unite Muslim believers." Meanwhile, some of the most respected religious leaders, such as, for example,
the muftis of Fergana, Andijan, Samarkand and others, say the opposite. "Islamic States" does not exist
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